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“sixty-four”     

• eighty 

• ninety 

Teaching Strategies - Numbers to 100* 

Using Ten Frames 

Students should already be able to recognize instantly the 

numbers to 10 in both pairs and rows layout. 

For ease of use it is best to print off sheets of full ten frames so 

that students are not handling full ten frames with lots of counters 

on them. It also reduces the number of counters each child will 

need.  
 

Counting the tens numbers 

The “tens” numbers have “ty” at the end of the number. 

Some students may have difficulty if hearing the difference between  

“teen” and “ty” so emphasize the difference.  

If students count “seventy, eighty, ninety, twenty” then they have not 

yet learned the difference.  
 

 

Print off attached sheet of ten full ten frames and cut out 
Count with the students, “ten, twenty, (place the second ten frame to make twenty) thirty… a 

hundred” pointing as you go. It is important here to emphasize the whole group is forty, not just 

the fourth ten frame. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ask students to tell how many are here 
Start with those tens that have the “name” and “ty” first 

• forty*  

• sixty 

• seventy 

Then introduce the others in order  

of difficulty 

• thirty 

• fifty 

• twenty 
 

Lastly introduce the Ones with the Tens 

*Note that there is some debate 

about stopping at 99 as the 

hundreds place is not explored. 

Most students find that 99 is an 

unusual place to stop and 

automatically want to go to 100. 

Whilst 10 tens is shown, only 

write numbers to 99. 

ty, teen 

“ten”     

*don’t worry about the 

spelling of forty yet 

“forty”     “thirty”     “twenty”     

Using Ten Frames 

“10 tens a hundred” (although the hundreds place is 
not covered here, students always want to go to this 
number) 
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Tens and Ones - Ten Frames 1  

 Write and say the number shown:   

  

  

  

  
Tens  Ones  

  
Tens  Ones  

  
Tens  Ones  

  
Tens  Ones  

  
Tens  Ones  

  
Tens  Ones  

  
Tens  Ones  

  
Tens  Ones  
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Tens and Ones - Ten Frames 2 

 Write and say the number shown:   

  

  

  

  
Tens  Ones  

  
Tens  Ones  

  
Tens  Ones  

  
Tens  Ones  

  
Tens  Ones  

  
Tens  Ones  

  
Tens  Ones  

  
Tens  Ones  


